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Models that generate neutrino masses (and, in general, other SM extensions) might produce new
neutrino interactions as a by-product. In the usual phenomenological framework, Non-Standard
Neutrino Interactions (NSI) are modeled as a four fermion neutrino interaction with general cou-
plings times the Fermi constant. We review the general formalism and the current limits on the
NSI couplings. Finally, the NSI impact in the determination of the neutrino oscillation parameters
is discussed in the context of the running facilities focusing on the determination of the reactor
mixing angle and the Dirac CP phase.
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Neutrino oscillations are the main mechanism to describe neutrino flavor transitions observed at
different facilities from several neutrino sources. In particular, neutrinos produced at man made
sources like reactors and accelerators have been playing an important role towards the completion
of the three neutrino oscillation framework. New facilities are also been planned to determine the
two main unknowns in the neutrino sector: the determination of the mass ordering and to establish
whether the charged–parity symmetry is also violated in the lepton sector, and also to improve the
precision of the measured oscillation parameters. This ‘precision era’ also opens the possibility
to probe scenarios beyond the standard oscillation framework. In particular non-standard neutrino
interactions (NSI) provide an interesting framework that can be tested with neutrino oscillation
data. NSI can be the low energy ‘remnant’ of different extensions of SM motivated for instance
by neutrino masses. Interestingly, NSI were first proposed long time ago even before neutrino
oscillations were discovered and to date they are still a viable beyond the SM scenario. In the
following, we describe NSI effects at running neutrino oscillation facilities based on the works
done in Refs. [1, 2].

At low energies the neutrino charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) interactions can
be summarized in the following general form:

LCC−NSI =
GF√

2 ∑
f , f ′

ε
SD, f f ′

αβ

[
ν̄β γ

ρ(1− γ
5)`α

] [
f̄ ′γρ(1± γ

5) f
]
, (1)

LNC−NSI =
GF√

2 ∑
f

ε
f

αβ

[
ν̄β γ

ρ(1− γ
5)να

] [
f̄ γρ(1± γ

5) f
]
, (2)

where GF is the Fermi constant, εαβ are dimensionless couplings whose magnitude sizes the NSI
interaction. The S,D superscript for NSI couplings in Eq. (1) differentiates NSI in the source
from the detector while the f f ′ represents the fermion involved in the interaction. Even though
other bilinear covariants combinations are possible, the SM-like V ±A structure in Eqs. (1) and (2)
prevails for phenomenological reasons [3].

In Eqs. (1) and (2) we have done a convenient separation distinguishing the CC from the NC
contribution. This is useful to evidence the NSI modifications to the neutrino phenomenology
with only SM interactions. In the case on CC-like NSI in Eq. (1), in a CC weak process, there
is a probability that a ‘new’ state |νγ〉 be ‘produced’ with a different flavor of the lepton lα . This
neutrino flavor transition can happen in the source or in the detector. To quantify this effect, the
new flavor component is added to the antineutrino flavor state |ν̄s

α〉= |ν̄α〉+∑γ εs∗
αγ |ν̄γ〉 1, where the

standard flavor states are related to mass eigenstates by |ν̄α〉= ∑k Uαk|ν̄k〉. The main consequence
is that the basis defined by the new flavor states |ν̄s,d

α 〉 is not longer complete, the usual flavor states
|ν̄α〉 still define a complete basis.

Neutrinos propagating in a given medium interact with matter, SM fermions of the first family.
In the case of SM interactions, the CC contribution from the νe− e interaction is encoded in the
element (1,1) of effective matter potential V . The NC contribution is the same for the three flavors
(universal) and flavor diagonal contributing to Vii

2. Differently, the NC-like NSI in Eq. (2) opens

1Together with the ket 〈ν̄d
β
| = 〈ν̄β |+∑η εd∗

ηβ
〈ν̄η |. To obtain the neutrino states one should conjugate the mixing

matrices in the antineutrino definition.
2For this reason the SM NC contribution to Vii is generally rephased out by a redefinition of the neutrino estates.
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the possibility of having flavor changing NC processes therefore populating the off-diagonal ele-
ments of V . Also, the diagonal NSI couplings are different for different flavors thus non-universal.

In the case of neutrinos propagating in a medium of constant density, the general matter inter-
action Hamiltonian can then be written as:

Hint = Ṽ

 1+ εm
ee εm

eµ εm
eτ

(εm
eµ)
∗ εm

µµ εm
µτ

(εm
eτ)
∗ (εm

µτ)
∗ εm

ττ

 , (3)

with Ṽ =
√

2GF Ne, where Ne is the electron density of the medium. Notice that the elements of
the general potential are a combination of the fundamental couplings εm

αβ
= ∑ f=e,u,d

〈
Yf /Ye

〉
ε

f
αβ

=

εe
αβ

+Yuεu
αβ

+Ydεd
αβ

where Yf is the f relative abundance in the medium. The final step is to calcu-
late (anti)neutrino transition probabilities in the presence of NSI P

ν̄s
α→ν̄d

β

= |〈ν̄d
β
|exp(−iHint L)|ν̄s

α〉|2

with the ultimate goal of obtaining the numbers of events in neutrino detectors.

CC-like NSI signatures

Reactor neutrino experiments, with∼ 1km baseline, have successfully measured the reactor mixing
angle, and in the case of Daya Bay and RENO, this have been possible thanks to the reduction of
systematical errors by the use of more than one detector and also due to the large number of events
that are produced. At 1km baseline, neutrino–matter interactions are negligible, and therefore, this
kind of experiments are mainly sensitive to CC-like NSI. In this section we show that Daya Bay
precise data is also powerful constraining NSI.

Before defining a specific setup, it is relevant to make a comment on previous NSI bounds.
The relevant couplings are of the form εud

αβ
and their bounds can be extracted from different

weak processes: V ud determination (kaon versus beta decays), universality test, and from the non-
observation of flavor change in NOMAD. Limits, using these processes, were calculated using the
one parameter at the time scheme with several assumptions in Ref. [4]. The main result is that,
except for the εud

ττ , previous bounds on the NSI couplings are of the order of ∼ 0.01.
Assuming the detection and production couplings are related by a ‘complex conjugate’ op-

eration3 εs
eα = εd∗

αe ≡ εα = |εα |eiφα (also removing f = u, f ′ = d from the superscript), which
is consistent with the form ν̄e are produced (via β -decay) and detected (via inverse β -decay),
the following expression for the effective ν̄e disappearance probability is obtained: Peff.

ν̄s
e→ν̄d

e
≈

1+4|εe|cosφe−4 sin2
θ eff.

13 sin2
∆31, where sin2

θ eff.
13 = f (θi j;εµ(τ)) and ∆31 ≡ (∆m2

31)L/(4E). No-
tice that reactor experiments are sensitive to the εud

eβ
couplings. The main consequences of this

expression are the possibility of flavor transition at L = 0 (zero distance effect) and the redefinition
of the reactor mixing angle. After performing a total rate analysis of the Daya Bay data, accu-
mulated in 621 days, we improved the constraint on εud

ee respect to one in Ref. [4]. However, the
main result of our paper is that this constraint is subjected to the treatment of the error on the total
normalization of the reactor fluxes 4. In the case of εud

e,µ(τ) 6= 0, the measured θ13 is no longer robust
under NSI [1].

3This is due to the V −A structure in Eq. (1) [3].
4Also, there is large impact of the new phases on the bounds.
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NC-like NSI signatures

The sensitivity to the NC-like NSI is driven by the neutrino–matter interactions. Therefore, long
baseline neutrino (LBL) experiments like NOvA and the future DUNE are sensitive to εm

αβ
NSI cou-

plings. From a global fit, using only neutrino oscillation data, constraints on the εαβ −εµµ | f=d(u) 5

for the LMA solution [5] imply |εm
αβ
| ∼ 0.05− 1. In particular, one of the less constrained and

non-diagonal NSI coupling is εm
eτ which plays an important role in the determination of the CP

violation in the lepton sector. Since the CC-like NSI couplings are more constrained than the NC
ones, we have neglected them in the analysis of LBL experiments.

A plethora of works dedicated to constrain NC-like NSI couplings in different LBL neutrino
oscillation experiments (and from neutrino scattering) can be found in the literature (see Ref. [6]
and the references included). In Ref. [5] it has been shown that the measured neutrino oscillation
parameters are robust in presence of NSI. However, this is not the case of the Dirac CP phase,
which is to be determined. More than extracting bounds we are interested in establishing the
the degree of ‘confusion’ in the determination of the Dirac CP phase in presence of NSI. For
simplicity we have considered only the off-diagonal NSI parameter εm

eτ ≡ |ε|exp(iφ) 6= 0 and in
the analysis we considered only the (Anti)neutrino appearance channel. To quantify the effect,
we have simulated true neutrino events (including NSI) and test SM events in both T2K (scaled 5
yrs) and NOvA (3ν+3ν̄). We found that, thanks to ‘parameter degeneracies’ if the current prefer
value for δ True

CP ∼ −π/2 were established, with current facilities, we can not disentangle whether
the origin of the CP violation comes from the usual Dirac CP violating phase or from the NSI
couplings (even with φ = π) [2].
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f=e

αβ
that also come from ‘ν–e’ scattering see for instance table III in Ref. [6].
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